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CONTRL Generates ROBOT Control Menu
PARIN ROBOT Parameter Input Selected in Control
ARRIN ROBOT Array Input Menu
ARRAY STD Array Edit Routine Called from ARRIN 	 (used
34	 times in ROBOT arguments - NAME,VALCJE,NDP,
DESC,NWD)
TABIN ROBOT Table Input Menu
PLOTIN Controls Input Data Plots
SARDAT Store Plus Retrieve Data
TRAJD zkT Setup of Trajectory Plot Data
TRAJPLT Display Plot of Trajectory Output Parameters
NUMTRJ Display Trajectory Output Parameters and Values
NUMCON Display Convergence Output Parameters and Values
CONVPLT Display Plot of Convergence Output Parameters
PERFSUM Display Performance Summary Parameters and Values
DATRAN Data Transformation and Fermat
Utility Display Routines
DISTAB Display Table of Values
DISPLT Display Plot of ROBOT Input Parameters
DISSCL Display Scale Factors
DISPOP Display Plot Options
1
SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
This report is a preliminary design of the ROBOT Display and
Control Program (ROBDAC) to be written for the adage 340 com-
puter. This program is designed to communicate with the Univac
1110 computer with the aid of the Graphic Support Communications
Programs (GS COMM Package). The GS COMM Package allows data to
be shipped and received between the Univac and Adage computers
when the data meets input/output requirements necessary for a
transfer. ROBDAC and the Adage computer act a.i an input/output
device for the program ROBOT, which is run on the Univac 1110.
At first, consideration was given to running the ROBOT Program
on the Adage. However, due to the size of ROBOT, and the time
and accuracy involved in its calculations, this idea was dropped.
ROBDAC controls the input to ROBOT by displaying images of the
inputs, providing an editing technique for these inputs, shipping
the input data to the Univac, and then commanding ROBOT to start
execution. The output is done in a similar manner after receiv-
ing :he output data from the Univac. This data will be displayed
numerically as well as plotted graphs. All of the input/output
will be done interactively with practically "finger tip" control.
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The intent of the ROBDAC Program is to interactively communi-
cate from the Adage 340 with the ROBOT Program on the Univac
1110. The data transfer between the two computers is handled
by the GS COMM package. This package is a series of programs
on both computers that allows data to be sent, tested and
received so that the main Programs running on each computer
are not interfered with or received erroneous data. A descrip-
tion of the GS COMM programs are in Appendix A. The ROBDAC
Program consists of several images which aid in the analysis
of input/output ROBOT data.
The first display image is the ROBOT CONTROL MENU. This image
consists of input/output options and commands to start ROBOT
on the Univac (refer to figure 2). Any option or command is
selected by depressing its corresponding function switch. If
an option is selected that needs additional input, the ANK is
the input device. As noted in figure 2, there are eight input
options, of which only the first four will be discussed at
this time. The last four options include the same inputs as
the first four, but these inputs are grouped in different
array images to be designed later.
The first option is LOAD DATA which loads the desired data base
from disk into Adage core. Additional input will be typed in
from the ANK telling from what pack/volume and file name the
data base is stored.
The PARA14ETER INPUT option is a display of one element array
inputs to ROBOT. Figure 3 shows an example format of the para-
meters. The parameters are listed alphabetically with their
values, units and descriptions. All of the input parameters
cannot be displayed at one time, therefore, function switch
31 will page the data for display of additional input parameters.
Any parameter value may be changed by depressing the function
switch associated with that parameter and typing in the change
from the ANK. When all parameters are set properly, function
switch 32 will return to the control menu.
The ARRAY INPUT option is a display shown in figure 4. This
option displays all of the multiple element arrays, the number
of elements in each array, and the array description. The
commands at the bottom of the display are the same as described
earlier. Upon depressing a function switch associated with an
array name, a new display appears as shown in figure 5. This
display is an example of the array PRINT with each element and
its value listed. The description is the same for all elements.
Any array element can be selected with its function switch and
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TABLE INPUT is the last input method discussed and its display
shown1n figure 6. The display lists the seven tables of
ROBOT input with a brief description of each. The X-name is
the independent variable plotted along the X-axis and there
are as many as three Y-names which are the dependent variables
plotted along the Y -axis. An example of selecting the second
table, which has three dependent variables, is shown in figure
7. This display writes the name of the table at the top of
the CRT and cz.-ls four subimages. The subimages are listed as
utility display routines in the subroutines definitions. DISTAB
displays a table of values in the upper right hand corner r-`_
the CRT. The example in figure 7 shows PNM and CAN values
listed. The plot of PNM VS. CAN in the upper left hand corner
is displayed by the image DISPLT. The scale for the plot de-
faults to equally segmented grids between the maximum and mini-
mum values that are plotted. A user has the capability to
change the scale with the image DISSCL displayed in Lhe lower
right hand corner. The maximum and minimum values and the
number segments can be changed via the function switches. In
the lower left hand corner DISPOP is dispiayed which is the
options of this input technique. Either one of the other two
dependent variables of this table can be selected and plotted
via the function switches. The numeric values of the selected
plot will change accordingly. The option GLOMMER allows a user
to move a point on the plot to another location. The SCROLL
option will move additional numeric data points into view if a
table has more ti-an fifteen X15) points. When all inputs are
satisfied with the selected table, function switch 32 will
return to the table input for another table selection.
The first option in the output is STORE_ AND RETR I EVE DATA shown
in figure 8. The options here allow a user to store or retrieve
specified data via the function switches. For example, a user
might want to retrieve a data base EDIN0620. This would be
accomplished by depressing function switch 2, then 3. A message
at the lower right hand corner will appear asking for the name
of the data base and the pack/voluma where it is located. After
the computer has time to read the data into core function switch
32 will return to the control menu.
The TRAJECTORY PLO T_ DATA lists all of the output parameters of
ROBOT as well as their value:., units and descriptions (refer
to figure 9). Two parameters reed to be selected via the
function switches, then by depressing function switch 30, they
will be plotted. The first parameter selected will be plotted
along the X-axis and the second along the Y-axis. Function
switch 29 is a reset option if a wrong parameter is selected
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The TRAJECTORY PLOT display plots the two parameters selected
in TRAJECTORY PLOT DATA, as shown in figure 10. The plotting
format and method are the same as in the input table plot image.
The NUMERIC TRAJECTORY is a display of the ROBOT output para-
meters, values and units for specific observation points.
Options at the bottom of the display steps or scrolls the
values for other iteration points forward or backward. Figure
11 shows an example of this display.
The CONVERGENCE PLOT display plots the optimization parameter
and its terminal constraints. Figure 12 shows an example with
GLOW being the optimization parameter and the other four para-
meters are constraints. A series of plots of the parameters
can be selected via the function switches in the lower right
hand corner.
The NUMERIC CONVERGENCE displays the numeric values of the
convergence parameters as shown in figure 13. Additional
parameters are displayed to aid a user when a particular
trajectory might not be converging. The commands at the
bottom of the display have the same function as in the
NUMERIC TRAJECTOPY.
The last display is the PERFORMANCE SUMMARY in figure 14.
This is a list of critical trajectory parameters and their
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This preliminary design document serves as a foundation as to
how the ROBDAC Program will be written. In no way should this
document be taken as an official design criteria that can not
be deviated from. As changes to this design are made or
supplemental options added, they will be written in the form
of a NASA memorandum so that a complete and final document can
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